Abstract-In this progress paper the previous results of the single note recognition by deep learning are presented. The several ways for data augmentation and "artificial semantic" augmentation are proposed to enhance efficiency of deep learning approaches for monophonic and polyphonic note recognition by increase of dimensions of training data, their lossless and lossy transformations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conversion of audio files into musical notation (music transcription) is a popular and very difficult problem even for musicians and experts. That is why the available music transcription tools and methods hardly compete with human perception [1] , [2] . Recently, several solutions for audio search (Shazam, Soundhound, Doreso) were proposed. For example, in 2003, Avery Li-Chun Wang, a chief scientific engineer at Shazam introduced the audio search algorithm [3] , where a microphone was used to pick up an audio sample. Then a digital summary of the sound was generated as an acoustic fingerprint, i.e. it was broken down into a simple numeric signature, which was unique to each track and then matched to an extensive audio music database. These algorithms are known to perform well on recognizing a short audio sample of music that had been broadcast, mixed with heavy ambient noise, subject to reverb and other processing, captured by a poor microphone, subjected to voice codec compression, etc [4] . Now rethinking of the search by sound problem within the context of current machine learning advances produce surprising results and possibly reveal some intricacies of human hearing that are still not understood.
The main aim of this short progress paper is to present the previous results of the single note recognition and propose the various means to eliminate "glass ceiling" effect in recognition of simultaneously sounding notes by several ways, which are under investigation right now. The section 2.Single Note Recognition gives the very short outline of the current attempts to use deep learning for the single note recognition. The section 3.Data and "Artificial Semantic" Augmentation
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proposes several ways for data augmentation and "artificial semantic" augmentation to enhance efficiency of machine learning approaches in this context by increase of dimensions of training data, their lossless and lossy transformations. The section 4.Discussion and future work is dedicated to discussion of the results obtained and future work planned.
II. SINGLE NOTE RECOGNITION
In order to determine presence of certain musical note, frequency characteristics need to be extracted. For this purpose, amplitude time series, gathered from audio file is converted into spectrogram. This process can be done by applying Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to amplitude time series subsequences (Fig. 1a) . As far as MIDI files specify many parameters (notation, pitch and velocity, control signals for parameters such as volume, vibrato, audio panning, cues, and clock signals that set and synchronize tempo between multiple devices), the musical note intervals can be defined as a vector P (Fig. 1b) :
where k is the number of note intervals, n i is the note index of i-th interval, b i is the timestep index for the i-th interval beginning, and e i is the timestep index for the i-th interval end. P can be extracted directly from MIDI file events. Then a musical note probability matrix (MNPM) can be defined represented as a rectangular matrix:
where m ij is a probability of j-th musical note at i-th timestep and it can be calculated from the note intervals P as follows:
Thus, the process of converting the audio file into MIDI format can be interpreted as applying model, capable of mapping spectrogram into musical note probability matrix M with further postprocessing.
To map spectrogram into MNPM-matrix M the feedforward artificial neural network was used, but in order to take into account the changes of amplitude with time, X was transformed into tensor. Several artificial neural network architectures were tested (Fig. 2) . Each model produced a 128-vector as an output, that can be interpreted as single row of MNPM. The number 128 comes from MIDI format, which has 128 musical notes. To train each model, audio files spectrograms (i.e. matrix for model A and tensor for models B and C, see Fig. 2 ) were be fed into it and optimized to minimize loss between models output and MNPMs, corresponding to each audio file. The results of this training for the described models are shown in Fig. 3 ). For training data 95 pairs of MP3 recordings of piano music and corresponding MIDI files were used. III. DATA AND "ARTIFICIAL SEMANTIC" AUGMENTATION Despite the fast and steady learning rate the problem of music transcription is aggravated by simultaneously sounding notes (polyphony) from one or more instruments with a complex interaction and appearance of harmonics. Recently, the supervised neural network model for polyphonic piano music transcription was proposed [5] , which architecture is similar to speech recognition systems and includes an acoustic and language model. The acoustic model is a neural network for estimating the probabilities of pitches in some frame of audio, and the language model is a recurrent neural network for the correlation analysis of pitch combinations over time. Another attempt with a convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) shown a strong effectiveness of such hybrid structure for music feature extraction [6] . But the other detailed analysis produced a sort of "glass ceiling" effect and pessimistic conclusion: the networks can learn combinations of notes, but hardly can recognize the unseen combinations of notes [7] . Here, in this progress work paper we propose the various means to eliminate this effect by several data augmentation (like increase of dimensions and lossless transformations of these multidimensional datasets), which are under investigation right now. Data augmentation techniques are very popular now to enrich available datasets by additional data obtained by various ways, mainly, with and without loss of information. Here we propose to use lossless data augmentation techniques that can provide the more data, but create the "artificial semantics".
A. Increase of Dimension
Increase of dimension is a popular technique, which is currently used for various applications, for example, for discovering cancer precursors from three-dimensional (3D) computer tomography reconstructions than from their original twodimensional (2D) scans [8] . The raw audio signal is 1D can be represented by its 2D spectrogram by analyzing the existing frequencies along with time. The time and the frequency give the dimensions of the spectrogram, and the spectrogram values are represented by the magnitudes of frequencies at some times (Fig. 1a) . In the context of music transcription it opens opportunities to take into account correlations between notes and include them in the learning process. In this example, 1D time series can be considered as 2D datasets with regard to their power spectrum where additional semantical links can be used for training the neural network. The more promising opportunities for data augmentation by increase of dimension can be elaborated from the additional data channels, for example, in stereophonic, quadrophonic, and other multichannel (like DTS, Dolby Surround, etc.) records. Transition to higher dimensions opens even more data augmentation due to possibility to apply lossless transformations (please, see the next subsection below).
B. Lossless Transformations
In the context of the multidimensional data inputs (2D, 3D, ...) the effective size of the available dataset can be increased by lossless transformations. For example, 1D vector can be reversed and used as an additional input that effectively duplicate the previous input dataset without loss of data, but with additional "reverse" semantics. This added semantics is considered here as "artificial", because it is not presented in real life except for exotic cases like backmasking popularised by the Beatles in backward instrumentation on their 1966 album Revolver [9] . For a 2D input one can use 8 unique lossless transformations (and for a 3D input one can use 48 unique lossless transformations), actually multiple rotations by 90
• and mirror reflections [10] . This data augmentation can be considered as an additional source of data from even a single data sample. To increase the actual size of the training dataset we can use all the symmetrical transformations of 2D (and 3D if any) datasets for lossless augmentation. This lossless data augmentation allow us to teach our model to be insensitive to any undesirable distortions of input music data and to be sensitive to the core music pattern itself. The additional promising way is "crop bootstrapping", i.e. multiple random cropping the spectrogram along the time axis with random changes of start and end moment.
C. Lossy Transformations
Usually lossy transformations in machine learning are applied to images and include rotations (not equal to 90
• ), dilations, scale change, addition of noises with various spectral characteristics, etc. Spectrograms cannot be transformed by these transformations (for example, stretched and arbitrary rotated) without negative effect on their provided semantics. For example, any rotation can significantly change the spectrogram and semantics contained in it. But the previous attempts shown that the very low noise do not influence the precision, and the higher noise gives the better precision for single note music transcription, but cannot provide the stable predictions for the more complicated polyphonic data. In addition, the lossy data augmentation is very computationally expensive and it takes additional research in the future to find its advantages. It is especially important in the view of the well-known high sensitivity of deep learning techniques to selection of control parameters like activation function, batch size, dropout ratio, etc. [11] - [13] .
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The results obtained on single note recognition demonstrated that they cannot be considered seriously for real life applications with polyphonic music. But due to usage of several data augmentation technique they open several opportunities as to the possible ways for the better note recognition. The proposed data augmentation actually includes "artificial semantics", which is absent in the original datasets, but it allows to increase the effective size of training data without overfitting. The models trained on the augmented data converge faster, which is explained by the higher volume of the training data, but the results obtained are approximately the same within the limits of error. It should be noted that this approach can be useful for recognition of the symbols, alphabets, and systems used for nonverbal communication [14] . This type of communication and automatic recognition methods is especially important for elderly care applications [15] , especially on the basis of the newly available information and communication technologies with multimodal interaction through human-computer interfaces like wearable computing, augmented reality, brain-computing interfaces, etc [16] .
